Simply Her Smart Shopper Facial
Awards 2014
IVR Plus Face Treatment is being
awarded as the "Most Rejuvenating
Facial" in Simply Her Smart Shopper
Facial Awards 2014. Read what the
editor say about this treatment.
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Detox
Differently
Discover the secret to healthy skin with Fresver Beauty’s
IVR Plus Face Treatment.
The word “detox” instantly calls to mind extreme diets, peculiar
supplements and a lot of willpower. The aim: a fresh, glowing and
younger-looking complexion, thanks to ridding your body of the
toxins that could be clogging your lymphatic system.
Fresver Beauty’s IVR Plus Face Treatment ($380) – IVR stands
for “immunity, vitality and rejuvenation” – promises to deliver those
benefits to your complexion and help keep the lymphatic system
healthy. The secret? Special massage techniques designed
to stimulate the lymphatic system’s natural flow by unclogging
pathways in the face, eyes, neck, chest and shoulders. Such
stimulation of the lymphatic system is also believed to help your skin
rid itself of bacteria and pollution. The results are achieved entirely
through hand massage techniques to allow excess fluids and toxins to
drain away so your complexion looks brighter, less puffy and smoother.
The massage uses essential oils, custom-blended for your skin

type, and involves smooth, relaxing and rhythmic strokes, so
that you will feel as good as you look after.
Fresver Beauty has branches at #05-18 Far East Plaza,
tel: 6100-8108; #01-04, 840 Hougang Central,
tel: 6100-1513; and #01-23 Telepark, 5 Tampines Central 6,
tel: 6100-1030. Find out more at www.fresver.com.sg.

JUST FOR YOU!
Experience it for yourself with Fresver Beauty's $58 trial
which includes one session of IVR Plus Face Treatment
(UP: $380) and three sessions of Youthful Eyes Therapy
(UP: $180). Quote “Simply Her IVR” when you call any
branch to make an appointment.
*Terms and conditions apply.

